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Good news? No one fails in OA. As long as you are willing to continue to seek help from others and work your program, recovery is possible. To get ahead of relapse, here are some common symptoms leading up to one: The Argumentative Cockiness of Complacency Complacency Refusal
Depression Dishonest Eating My Binge Foods Exhaustion Expecting Too Much from Others Forgetting Gratitude Frustration Is Not Possible to Happen to Me Letting On Discipline Self-Sorry Use of Mood-Change Chemicals Wanting Too Much We Are In Recovery Together and Living:
Constantly Abstaining; Service delivery, sponsorship and support Urging committee members to keep coming back; and participate in OA meetings and events. (Twelve Steps in the Handbook, page 22) The Recidivism stepping-stones list came across my desk, describing what I would call
a step to relapse. Since my abstinence has been good for almost four years, I haven't given the list much thought. I was so busy being busy, I felt safe from the harm of slipping and possible relapse. Among the steps were some character defects to which I could relate: exhaustion,
dishonesty, impatience, reasoning, depression, frustration, self-pity, audacity, complacency, too high expectations of others, weak discipline, use of mood-changing chemicals, too much wants, loss of gratitude, unrealistic it can not happen to me thinking, and omnipotence ... Oh! What a list.
I'm a lifelong compulsive overeater who has used each of these excuses for not running my program. If I were to address these steps, I would say: Oh, I'm exhausted from the service I'm doing. I deserve treatment. But have I exhausted myself or just feel sorry for myself, i.e. I feel sorry for
myself and undervalued? Is this what's really going on, or am I dishonest or impatient, not the time to pray and meditate? I'd rather be controversial. Being in the program for a long time, I realize this thinking frustrates me. Frustration often leads to depression because I want things to go
their own way and don't want to feel like I'm not okay. Inevitably, my alter ego steps in, thinking she will save the day. I get cocky and think I know better than others. I can become subjective. I became complacent and start putting on disciplines that remind me to take care of the seeded in
my own garden and not worry about the gardens of others. Prayer and meditation go out the window. Before I know it, I'm looking for mental and physical diversions to keep the spotlight away from myself. When I don't keep focusing on myself, I risk becoming subjective and expect too
much from others. My priorities are getting oblique and I think how good some junk food will taste. Fortunately, my Higher Power steps and reminds me how these mood-changing treats sent me on a path not to return where the slip would relapse. I am there and did it when I want too much
but I don't want to put put in work for peace and tranquility abstinence has always given me. Since I reflect on the landscape of my life, I remember the sunlight of the spirit, and my gratitude for the gifts OA gave me. Most importantly, I have to remember that slipping and relapses are more
likely when I sport an attitude that it can't happen to me. I'm not omnipotent. Only God is there. I have the Supreme Power, but I am not my Higher Power. So as long as I practice OA's Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions and Do Service to the Best of Opportunity, I will have the strength
and courage to go down the path and avoid the steps to relapse. Taste Lifeline page 134-136 Decision freedom from compulsive eating twelve steps Other information to prevent relapse Documents have been slipping and slipping? Reading and writing a tool from slip or relapse to Recovery
Fun and Scholarships Strong Abstinence Checklist Ease Project Members in Relapse Welcome Back Recovery Checklist before accepting, that first Compulsive Bite Commitment To Abstinence Dignity Choice Meal Recovery Tools Welcome Back, We Care Package (includes many of
these items) Think first just for Today Books Twelve Steps and Twelve Tradition Of The Selyany Twelve Step Workshop and Research Guide to Alcoholics Anonymous (Big Book) New Beginning: Stories of Recovery from Relapse - Available in E-Format Only Podcasts The Importance of
The Life of a Survivor I'm just passing on the information I've accumulated over the years. I recommend consulting your health care provider. Thus, I only send this information for educational purposes. I post here one way to create a abstaining meal plan, we all need to eat a healthy
balanced diet, consume so much, eat healthy, good real food and engage in moderate amounts of exercise. Intellectually, everyone can learn how to eat a healthy balanced diet. However, until I joined the program, I was never able to follow any diet on my own. Gradually, over time, I lost
the ability to follow a diet. I would like to start every morning, today day. Then, sooner or later, and usually it used to be, I break my diet. All would be well, except that it's really not normal to be a size 20. In my experience, recovery from compulsive nutrition/food behavior should be done in
conjunction with sponsor and practicing all the tools daily. The program does not support the club's diet. Assuming we're mostly healthy, we all need to get to a place where we recognize that our problem is not food. It's not about finding the right Our problem lies in our relationship with food
and, ultimately, life itself. Essentially: It's not what we eat, it's this Eats us. So, if you are a true COE/food addict, I strongly suggest that you are not attempting to use this meal plan without a personal sponsor who has experience following a meal plan and working a 12 Steps program for
compulsive overeating/eating addiction. As we say in the numbers: This is a program We are, not the ME program. The Food Plans and Recovery Purpose of this post is to demystify how to surrender the food plan and operate this program, one day at a time. As food addicts and
compulsive overeaters, it is very important that we have an accurate and honest eating plan. The 12th step of the community for compulsive eating and eating behavior - not unexpectedly - is a very conflicting and troublesome relationship with food and what constitutes a nutrition plan. Food
addiction/compulsive diet is a difficult addiction to identify and solve. Addiction in general, and food addiction in particular, is a disease of denial. This is one of the few conditions that a person has to diagnose himself. In addition, I also believe that it is a disease control. If you are not
prepared to surrender to the meal plan, and admit that you are powerless over your behavior around food, you will resist and refuse to obey the meal plan. Another issue that I believe I can only help people in this area is if their illness is similar to mine. When I sponsored anorexia or bulimia,
it was always a disaster. I believe that the dynamics of each eating disorder are slightly different. And it's a peer-to-peer recovery model. We can only share our personal history and our experience of strength and hope based on our own journey. Abstinence Defined: One of the definitions of
abstinence is the action to abstain from compulsive eating and compulsive eating behavior while working towards or maintaining a healthy body weight. True abstinence, however, is much more than following our nutrition plan. After all, this program is not a supportive diet club. We seek
spiritual transformation, which is a byproduct of the practice of physical abstinence, self-shoeing, prayer and meditation, and living according to the principles of the program in all our activities, one day at a time. The nutrition plan is just one of many other tools that we should use to refrain
from compulsive eating. It guides our dietary decisions, and determines what, when, how, where and why we eat. Here are my general rules for putting a food plan, and running a recovery plan: For those who are compulsively over-eater/food junkie, I believe that a healthy diet includes:
Balancing consumption in all food groups IS NO flour, refined flour, wheat or refined sugar. Eat only whole grains NO natural or artificial sweeteners If you are sensitive to caffeine: NO caffeine. No ABSTAINING from any trigger products or behavior when I first started the program, I was
told: Use a digital scale and laptop. Allow 4-6 hours between each meal. Each meal should last no more than 1.5 hours. Weigh all the food and That's right. If in doubt, leave it. Write down and make your meal plan daily Don't skip meals. Weigh yourself only once a month. Avoid individual
binge foods. Call before you take the first bite. How to identify trigger foods: How to lose weight The first step is to determine: What is a healthy body weight, for my height, gender and build? Then, the next question is: how much do I need to eat to lose weight at a healthy rate? Once we
have reached the weight goal, the question is: how much do I need to eat to maintain my weight, given my age, height and activity level? There are mathematical formulas that can be used to calculate the above information. However, I believe that the easiest thing to do is go to this site, put
in the necessary information and follow the answers. If, however, you would like to know how to do it the old-fashioned way, this paper is a Healthy Nutrition Practical Guide document that I used to create the charts below. It also describes how to calculate the above-mentioned information.
(I originally only linked to the original site, which is located at Concordia University. Creating a Food Plan: Serves Sizes and Food Exchange The original exchange plan was developed for diabetics, and is used by many weight loss programs. I believe this is the easiest and healthiest
method of a nutrition plan to use. It is based on selected food categories that include grain/starch, protein, fruits, vegetables, milk, fat and other carbohydrates (includes sweets and alcohol). In each category, you can replace or exchange one portion of food for another. Using this method,
you can create an individual nutrition plan to meet your specific needs and lifestyle. The menu planning is flexible, simple and still nutritious. In order to develop a balanced nutrition plan, I adapted the Canadian Nutrition Guide to the total calorie intake per day and created what I consider a
less confusing method of calculating food exchanges. Portion sizes and a diagram of food exchanges below are adapted from this document and from the fairview.org website. Unfortunately, the original link is no longer available. I just found a new site that also outlines how to eat a healthy
balanced diet using the food sharing method. Once you know roughly how many calories you need to eat in order to lose weight safely and/or maintain your weight, look at the number of portions that you need and go from there. In order to maintain your abstinence, it is strongly
recommended that your meal plan include green light foods, red light products, and only carefully allow yellow light products. As mentioned above, the information posted here is only for educational purposes. Each person is unique and has his own personal experience. This should not be
considered medical advice. For any questions or or please consult your doctor. I hope this information is useful! Another practical information that I thought I would share on the blog, how I measure my food servings: Protein portions measurements: 4 ounces of meat/chicken/fish 6 ounces
beans (including tofu) - 2 ounces of hard cheese - 2 ounces of nuts - 2 eggs, 8 ounces of milk or yogurt - 4 ounces of cottage cheese or farm cheese for fruit: 2 ounces of dried fruits and 6 ounces of fruit, which I also use for serving guidelines: For grain: 1 ounce raw grain - 4 ounces cooked
grain For dry or raw protein: 1.5 ounces raw beans - 6 ounces cooked 5 ounces raw chicken or meat - 4 ounces cooked meat/chicken For fats: 1/2 ounce nuts - 1 fat 1/2 ounces fat For vegetables: 10 ounces. raw vegetables and 8 ounce cooked vegetables I know we don't diet and club
calories, but I calculate calories per ounce of different food groups. These are averages. I will try to apply more specific measures to anyone who may be interested in a future post. Fruits: 16 calories per ounce Vegetable: 10 Beans: 30 Grain: 30 Animal Protein: 50 Fat: 240 This is one of my
old nutrition plans: 90-day ES-F nutrition plan is a reference to the very PDF of Maggie Lyon, who has a wonderful blog called Modest Plenty. Maggie writes about modest weight loss, and homework. This is a reference to the original Weight Watchers diet from the 1970s. Here's a link to OA
Dignity's Choice Food Plans. Here's a big link to the FAA's food plan. I highly recommend that you go to this site if you want to know more about their nutrition plan and how they operate their recovery program. Full faith is a Christian 12 Step Recovery Group. Here's a link to their meal plan.
Hopefully, you will notice similarities between all the different food plans. A nutrition plan is just one of the tools needed to recover from compulsive overeating/food addiction. For professional help, click on the link. Some people find it helpful to go to a nutritionist rather than. However, if you
go to a nutritionist, I suggest you go to one who is familiar with food addiction. This is the most complete article I have found on creating a food plan for weight loss. Here's a link to the DASH diet, which I consider one of the healthiest, with each food exchange adjusted for different calorie
levels. Like everyone else, take what you want and leave everything else behind. In Love and Service, Shira Links: Unfortunately, many of the original links are no longer active. Although I used a lot more resources, in the interest of keeping it simple, inactive links were removed. Since I
wrote this, the Canadian Food Guide and the U.S. Food Guide have also been changed. The above information does not reflect the new changes. Denial: This should not be considered medical advice. I'm just passing on the information I've accumulated over the years. Each person is
unique and has his own personal experience. For any questions or concerns, I recommend consulting your health care provider. Provider. overeaters anonymous food plan blue sheet. overeaters anonymous food plan sheet. overeaters anonymous food plan pdf. overeaters anonymous
food plan recipes. overeaters anonymous food plan gray sheet. compulsive overeaters anonymous food plan. grey sheet overeaters anonymous food plan blue sheet. overeaters anonymous 90 day food plan
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